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1.Overview Outline of the Research Project



1.Overview Closing in on a theoretical space

World as logical consistency  
(structure + novelty)

Value form
(structure)

Collective organization
(novelty)

What sort of 
consistency?

A

B C

A: double restriction on the general theory of worlds: 
restriction on structure (from worlds to historical worlds)  
and restriction on subject (from formal theory to political thinking)

B: generalization from critique of capitalist economy: 
transformation of value theory into theory of a specific form  
of social mediation amongst others, while opening up space  
for active political operators.

C: generalization from theory of political organization: 
adoption of new grammar for collective organization, compatible but  
not reducible to the grammar of economic coordination and planning.
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2.Strategy Badiou, Karatani, Marx

A: To evaluate the validity of redeploying Karatani’s theory of World History 
in Badiouian terms, while also using it to fashion a more immanent language  
to speak of political worlds and political subjects

B: To evaluate how the Marxian framework is transformed through its  
embedding in Karatani’s richer description of different social formations,  
while also localizing where its lack of detail might require further conceptualizations

C: To evaluate Karatani’s theory of associationism from the priviledged standpoint  
of Badiou’s theory of generic procedures, in hope of dispelling some of its own  
philosophical pressupositions, while also contributing to a new grammar  
of political experimentation

A

B C
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3. What is a world? From cosmos to economy
“World”:  

i) the set of all things,  
ii) the set of all created things,  
iii) the set of entities of a given class (“the world of things, the world of physical things”)  
iv) a geographical zone (“the old World”, “the new World”)  
v) a horizon or framework in which certain knowledges or events take place (“the world of physics”, “the world of dreams”) 

Closed world  
cosmos as totality of things (Leibniz)

Infinite universe  
the cosmological idea of World is inconsistent (Kant)

World history  
localized consistency of social spaces 

operated by States (Hegel)

World of commodities  
localized consistency of social spaces 

operated by value (Marx)

World as will and representation 
non-intellectual constitution of our representational 

space (Schopenhauer)

Life-world 
pre-idealized  phenomenological 

space of living (Husserl)

World-economy   Being-in-the-world 
horizon of things present-at-hand to a Dasein (Heidegger)

objective  
phenomenology

subjective 
phenomenology



3. What is a world? World-economy Ferdinand Braudel



3. What is a world? World-systems Immanuel Wallerstein



3. What is a world? Umwelt Jacob von Uexküll



3. What is a world? Principles of objective phenomenology

1. To affirm the existence of spaces that are more intelligible from other perspectives than that of our individual human standpoint 
2. To attach the consistency of these spaces to contingent and material conditions  

3. To affirm that there are means to probe into the forms of this space via a mixture of data and transcendental analysis

“Special" theory of worlds:

"General" theory of worlds:

4. Provides a theory of a world’s material support with no prior commitment to what functions as such for a given world 

5. Provides a theory of a world’s intelligibility and coherence with no prior commitment to what can ground its consistency 
6. Allows for the possibility of transworldly phenomena — itself a condition for the analysis of worlds



3. What is a world? Logics of worlds

World

ontology

transcendental logic atomic logic worldly logic

transworldly processess

law of differences and identitites compositional space of objects relations between objects

logical consistency 
infinite differentiation 

partial ordering 
 

materialist postulate 0:  
there are multiple worlds  

Heyting algebra 
locales

analytic condition of atoms: unicity 
synthetic condition of atoms: localization 

homogeneous condition of atoms: compatibility 
 

materialist postulate 1:  
supported by multiple  

transcendental functor 
sheaves

logical completeness 
conservative relatons 

exposed relations 
 

materialist postulate 2:  
supported by multiple 

 
products 

exponents

Alain Badiou
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some worlds are incapable of preventing
radical change in their coordinates
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the logic of possible operations on its  
ontological support
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compositional objectifications regarding
time, space and scale



3. What is a world? Logics of worlds

World

ontology

transcendental logic atomic logic worldly logic

transworldly processess

law of differences and identitites compositional space of objects relations between objects

logical consistency 
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transcendental functor 
sheaves

logical completeness 
conservative relatons 

exposed relations 
 

materialist postulate 2:  
supported by multiple 

 
products 

exponents

Alain Badiou

while compositionality concerns intrinsic
object-relations, a world is also 
comprised of a logic of how these 
objects, once composed, externally relate



3. What is a world? Logics of worlds

World

ontology

transcendental logic atomic logic worldly logic

transworldly processess

Alain Badiou

form

matter

local globalcoveringsgeneral structure of 
differentiation

conservative conditions under 
which regions of a world can be 
said to effectively relate to one 

another
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4. Marx on social formations Preface, 1857

In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into definite relations, which are independent of their will, namely relations of 
production appropriate to a given stage in the development of their material forces of production. The totality of these relations of production 
constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which arises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite 
forms of social consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions the general process of social, political and intellectual life. It is not 
the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their social existence that determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of 
development, the material productive forces of society come into conflict with the existing relations of production or – this merely expresses the same 
thing in legal terms – with the property relations within the framework of which they have operated hitherto. From forms of development of the 
productive forces these relations turn into their fetters. Then begins an era of social revolution. The changes in the economic foundation lead sooner 
or later to the transformation of the whole immense superstructure. 

In studying such transformations it is always necessary to distinguish between the material transformation of the economic conditions of production, 
which can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political, religious, artistic or philosophic – in short, ideological forms in 
which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out. Just as one does not judge an individual by what he thinks about himself, so one cannot 
judge such a period of transformation by its consciousness, but, on the contrary, this consciousness must be explained from the contradictions of 
material life, from the conflict existing between the social forces of production and the relations of production. No social order is ever destroyed 
before all the productive forces for which it is sufficient have been developed, and new superior relations of production never replace older ones 
before the material conditions for their existence have matured within the framework of the old society. 

Mankind thus inevitably sets itself only such tasks as it is able to solve, since closer examination will always show that the problem itself arises only 
when the material conditions for its solution are already present or at least in the course of formation. In broad outline, the Asiatic, ancient,[A] feudal 
and modern bourgeois modes of production may be designated as epochs marking progress in the economic development of society. The bourgeois 
mode of production is the last antagonistic form of the social process of production – antagonistic not in the sense of individual antagonism but of an 
antagonism that emanates from the individuals' social conditions of existence – but the productive forces developing within bourgeois society create 
also the material conditions for a solution of this antagonism. The prehistory of human society accordingly closes with this social formation. 



4. Marx on social formations Preface, 1857

social production of existence

relations of 
production

material 
forces of 

production

legal and political 
superstructure

forms of social  
consciousness

economic conditions

ideological forms

nature ≠ nature human ≠ human

human = humanhuman ≠ nature
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4. Marx on social formations Preface, 1857

social production of existence

relations of 
production

material 
forces of 

production

legal and political 
superstructure

forms of social  
consciousness

economic conditions

ideological forms

nature ≠ nature human ≠ human

human = humanhuman ≠ nature

Reading 4:
labour is a form
of organization

what is their shared consistency?



4. Marx on social formations Tektology

Reading 4:
labour is a form
of organization

Alexander Bogdanov



4. Marx on social formations Intercourse

Reading 4:
labour is a form
of organization

Kojin Karatani



4. Marx on social formations Preface, 1857

transcendental structure of worldly 
existence

relations of 
objects

forces of 
composition

predicative 
spaces

constraints on 
experience

economic conditions

ideological forms

nature ≠ nature human ≠ human

human = humanhuman ≠ nature

Reading 4b:
organization is a

form of composition

Logics of social worlds
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5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse

production of space

logical consistency

dominance structure

allow for novelty

determination of what counts as economic

Transcendental critique: forms of intercourse build social space

connections between modes is effective 
if it allows for more local or global consistency

general form of world correlates to its  
specific order-structure 

the general form of the world defines what counts 
as force and what counts as relations in an economy

a social world might be unable to prevent the 
construction of a different transcendental

Transcendental analysis



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse

Mode A Mode B Mode C Mode D

logic pooling &

reciprocity

plunder &

redistribution

commodity 

exchange

mutuality of

freedom

form gift &

countergift

domination &

protection

value &

commodity

free association

of equals

power “hau” violence money unreciprocated gift

thinker Mauss Hobbes Marx Kant

form under 
capitalism

Nation State Capital World Republic

collective family cities markets cosmopolitan

hierarchy honor status class

type of 
order rules laws tendencies

negative form 
under capitalism War Revolution Crisis ?

commune

?

The four modes



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse

1. A mode of intercourse/exchange does not distinguish between relations between humans, 
between humans and non-humans and amongst non-human entities — the transcendental of a 
social world distributes form and matter to both nature and culture. 
 
2. Modes A, B, C and D are irreducible to one another, but might require one another to “stitch" a 
socially consistent space. 

3. The dominance of a mode might be materially conditioned by the previous dominance of another 
mode. There is an order of modes based on what conditions are required for them to become 
dominant — which is not to be confused with an order of determination of a given logic. 
 
4. Modes form a social space but the actual being of earth is its necessary support — therefore size, 
extension, resources and time are all relevant factors in a social world’s structure, even if they are 
localized by the forms of a given world. 

5. Mode D is not presented in its pure form by Karatani, most of its features are derived from its 
acessory existence in mini-world systems, world-empires and modern world-systems

Some clarifications



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse

scale-threshold

information-threshold

T dissemination

integration

dominant mode

other modes

"gluing conditions"

"power of localization"

History of social complexity



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse History of social complexity



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse Mini World Systems

Mode A

logic pooling &

reciprocity

form gift &

countergift

power “hau”

collective family

hierarchy honor

type of 
order

rules

Mode B blocked

Mode C
commerce 

between 

federations

Mode D pooling

in household

nomadic bands

climate change

settlement

(inequality)compulsory reciprocity

clan society

remains as 
a ritual



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse Mini World Systems

Mode A

logic pooling &

reciprocity

form gift &

countergift

power “hau”

collective family

hierarchy honor

type of 
order

rules

Mode B blocked

Mode C
commerce 

between 

federations

Mode D pooling

in household

household within settlement within federation with outside

generalized gift 
or pooling

balanced 
reciprocity

negative 
reciprocity commerce

Rn

household

Rb

P P

Rb

P

Rn

P
Rb

P

federation

settlement

P P
Rb

P

C

C



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse Mini World Systems

household within settlement within federation with outside

generalized gift 
or pooling

balanced 
reciprocity

negative 
reciprocity commerce

Rn

P
Rb

P P

Rb

P

+Rn

P
Rb

P

s1

s2

s3

federation

P
Rb

P

s3

P
Rb

P

s3

-Rn

C

dom

dom

Mode A

logic pooling &

reciprocity

form gift &

countergift

power “hau”

collective family

hierarchy honor

type of 
order

rules

Mode B external wars can lead to higher-order communities

Mode C
commerce 

between 

federations

Mode D pooling

in household



5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse World-Empires

logic

form

power

collective

hierarchy

type of 
order

Mode A

Mode C

Mode D

core margin submargin out of sphere

city-states conquered 
communities

selective 
communities 
(free cities)

nomadic and 
tribal formations

Mode B

plunder &

redistribution

domination &

protection

violence

transcendent God

and universal religion

polis

cities

status

laws

private property, trade 
and world-money

ruling community 

ruled community 

plunder redistribution 

state form

universal religions
return of A in D critique of transcendence 

through universalism 

sedentary  
settlements

inequality & 
accumulation 

obligation of the gift

holds hierarchy and 
 inequality in check 

higher-order 
community 
(proto-state) 
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5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse
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power
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type of 
order

Mode A

Mode B

Mode D

center semi-periphery periphery

developed developing underdeveloped

Modern World-System

feudal organization 
(submargins of empire)

absolute monarchy 
(sovereign state)

relation to other states
(mercantilist politics)

popular sovereignty 
(bourgeois state revolution)

relation to other states
(industrial capital)

representation of civil society
(national interests)

Nation-State-Capital trinity

development of 
world economy

unification

promotion

return of A

[Capital-State]

[Nation-State]

Mode C
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exchange
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5. Karatani’s theory of modes of intercourse Modern World-System

Nation State

Capital Nation against State-Capital:  
fascism

State against Nation-Capital:  
state socialism

Capital against Nation-State:  
liberalism

Nation

State

Capital

Nation

State

Capital

mode D as 
impossible

Nation State

Capital

Nation State

Capital
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6. The logics of historical worlds Some preliminary remarks

1. The main interest in Karatani’s approach is to provide a general matrix in which capitalist social 
formations are particular forms within a broader set of possible arrangements — neither the only 
one nor the ultimate one.  
 
2. His theory leaves some crucial aspects in the background, however: first, the scalar aspect of his 
own project is mostly downplayed, second, the distinction between compositional-relations and 
extrinsic relations are also not clear in his shifting concept of “economic” 
 
3. Finally, his theory of mode D is overdetermined by his philosophical choices: from Kant, it retains 
an exagerated centrality on ethics, from Derrida, a tendency to think mode D as gift and hospitality, 
and from Marx, a lack of a positive theory of generic being.



6. The logics of historical worlds A first effort

mode A person 1 person 2
R:

0 1 2

reciprocal logic and 
symmetric relations

use rights
property rights

use rights
property rights

does not 

divide

unites

as interior

unites

as exterior

1

2

wealth -

power +

wealth -

power +

spatialized logic

gift

gift



6. The logics of historical worlds A first effort

RRb

P
P

Rb

P

A+
A-

P

dominance

self-governance

0
1

2

0
1

2

A-

A+

A-
0 inside outside

A+2 inside 0

consistency of new social relation 
conditioned on stitching of social space

re-localization of relations between 
interior and exterior

emergence of mode B as 
new social dimension



6. The logics of historical worlds A first effort

A

B
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people people

things

law

things

law

people people

people people R:
0 1 2

A-
0 inside outside

A+2 inside 0

C:
1 1

2

E:

1 1

2

particular universal
1 3

A- A+

1 3

0 0

the space of the law out of reciprocal relations

the social contract of things out of the space of the law

B
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6. The logics of historical worlds Multilayer networks

buyers and sellers

contracts

reciprocity

family

zeal

labour
contract

property
contract

LP

MP C'
capitalist buyer

property
contract



6. The logics of historical worlds Social atoms of a world

atomic logic 
and the separation of  

matter and form

atom

compatibility

localization

atom

form

matter



6. The logics of historical worlds

property enclosure

property relations

commodity form

labour form

recomposition of object

in accordance 
to what employer 

wants

which is determined 
by market value

commons

Social atoms of a world



6. The logics of historical worlds

relations preserve existence and localizations and are said to exist 
in a world if there is an object that acts like a limit for that relation

recomposition of object

in accordance 
to what employer 

wants

which is determined 
by market value

Social relations in a world

C1

C2

C3



6. The logics of historical worlds

new social forms emerge through the experimentation with the 
constraints and capacities harboured in inexistent parts of social 
composition — allowing the objectivated content of social forms to 
participate in the objectivation of new forms of organization

The logic of new social forms

atom

compatibility
atom

form

matter
new form/matter 

distinction



6. The logics of historical worlds Mode D as economy and as politics

Mode D as ethics

X Y
gift without reciprocity

sacrifice as means to enjoy one’s
own consistency

Mode D as participation

X Y

discipline as means to enjoy what comes 

to consist in this way

D(X+Y) ≠ X+Y 
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X Y

Z

Mode D as ethics

gift without reciprocity

gift without reciprocity
consistency guaranteed 
by shared rational ethic

Mode D as participation

X Y

Z

what could turn 
political organization 

into a social coordination 
principle?
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